Resolution Title: Cities of Non-Violence

WHEREAS Park Central Little Rock is committed to improving the future of our communities through non-violence; and

WHEREAS Park Central Little Rock is inspired to offer and provide resources to create and raise the awareness of non-violence through the shared use of best practices from the neighborhoods and communities; and

WHEREAS By using community resources through partnerships, coalitions, collaborations and grass roots organizations we will build stronger communities to continue to flourish as “the fabric of our lives”; and

WHEREAS We urge the involvement of and with local policy makers, state and federal lawmakers and the broader community; and

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT NUSA, a national organization, and a national voice of local neighborhoods, does herby proclaim our support for the Cities of Non-Violence, a newly developed website and media program, as initiated through Park Central Little Rock, which provides a forum to develop an effective community GLO-PAR PLAN (Global Peace and Reconciliation) to ripple throughout the national and global communities.

“At the Stroke of Midnight
Ripple One Minute of Silence
Into One Full Day of Non-Violence
Today. Everyday. All Day.”
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